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of the Assembly are
not
largely recommendatory and
machinery
binding. There is no
that the Jewish
for assuring
Agency will be given a hearing.
Conversely, British and Arab inis
fluence on the Security Council
more limited. Its decisions are
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American pressure
to Palestine.
date,
has produced
however,
to
results.
Circumstances
meager
may have transformed that situation completely and opened the
way for a far greater and more
fruitful exercise of American inThe British invitation
fluence.
to the United States to assume
in Greece
means
responsibility
desBritain,
of
her
because
that
being
perate economic plight, is
forced against her will to begin
withdrawal from the Mediterranean are. The United States, therefore must make an immediate
choice: either to cede power and
authority in that part of the
world to other countries or to assume a greater measure of responsibility herself. And she can
discharge the latter either by becoming the heir of British imperialism or by assuming, through the
United Nations and consultation
with other powers, Britain's unfulfilled responsibility for peace,
justice and international morality
in that area.
On the choice America makes may well rest the
future .of Jewish Palestine.
At the same time, the submission of the problem to the United
Nations makes possible the exercise of more effective American
America has generallypressure.
conceived the problem of Palestine as one of Jewish nationhood
and not. as Mr. Rosenw ald-Bevin,
simply as a question of refuge.
.American influence within the
United Nations is extensive.
And
the American Government
can
the
certainly
become
me**”'
through w hich the probl t vi
placed, most quickly a.
uably, on the agenda of tie
ity Council.
‘
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make your foods tastier,
wholesome, more easily
digestible. Use it all year
,ro 1 Your grocer has it.
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Finally, the most important, is
the fact that the role of the United
States becomes more crucial than
ever before. One day before Mr.
Bevin’s speech. President Truman
ards of our armed forces.”
pledged that he would continue
his efforts to get 100.000 Jews in-
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(JWB), American Jewry’s
The National Jewish Welfare Board
united
men in the armed forces, i*
to
Jewish
service
instrumentality for
ceives citation from Navy Department “in grateful recognition of outstanding service to the naval personnel during World War II”. l. TO
and Navy Committee, receiving
R. John Sills, director of JWB Army
Commandment 3rd Naval DisKelly,
Monroe
sitation; Rear Admiral
(Chaplain)
Joshua L. Goldberg,
citation,
and Cmdr.
trict, presenting
he citation, Admiraccompanying
asst. District Chaplain. In a letter
al Kelly said JWB services “were freely extended with love and gladIn its stewardship as represenness of spirit to all fellow-Americans.
forces, JWB exempted
armed
to
the
community
tative of the Jewish
lived
up to the highest standthe highest tradition of Americanism and

ty and tension as soon as possible,
the Jews should press to have the
problem of Palestine placed on the
agenda of the Security Council at

The course of Jewish .
in this country during th
several months is clear. \V
continue to give full and u.
tioned support to the Yish\
rthis, its greatest, hour of trial Vmust press for an American
cisior. or. Mediterranean respo
bility in line not with the discredited traditions of imperialist
domination but with the new ai
developing conceptions of intern,
tior.al cooperation and justice. W
must make certain both that tl
fundamental basis for our aspin
tions to nationhood are thorough!
appreciated and that the detaile
proposals for its implemer.tatio
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binding.
mit the Agency to be heard. Evidently, both the Arabs and British
have decided that the Assembly
is, for their purpose, a more favorCouhable body than the Security
cil. In order to end the uncertain-
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HOLLYWOOD VOICES

BY LEON GUTTERMAN
(Copyright, 1947, Jewish Telegraphic Agency, Inc.)
As many Hollywood fortunes
have been made with a clever set
of vocal chords as with a pretty
face or fancy figure. A voice
with a personality has been paying off dividends in movieland
ever since the flickers learned to
talk and today a distinctive manner of speech is the most valuable
trademark of many of our biggest
names.
marquee
They are the
stars whom moviegoers recognize
instantly anywhere, anytime.
Recently in interviewing Edward G. Robinson,
after seeing
and hearing him play a scene for
“The
picture
his new starring
House,”
Red
I asked him what
single talent he would credit the
most for his phenominal success.
He answered quickly: “My voice.”
He had good reason
for his
choice. It was his remarkable
voice, with its low, vibrant tone
and clipped enunciation, which led
to his discovery by Hollywood.
The rest is now history.
are practical and
unassailable.
And we must press for immediate
consideration of the problem by
the Security Council.
And finally, we must make certain that Jews everywhere engage in some hard and earnest
of .ideas, concepts
stock-taking
and tactics not only within the
framework of the immediate probjm
of Palestine
but over the
¦'
hole area of Jewish survival. A
lgle fresh insight, one fruitful
ilytical concept will be worth
r e,
at the present time than
of cliches, platitudes and con-

PHONE 5-3612
1011 FOREST STREET
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Jack Benny,

Eddie

Cantor, Al

Jolson and Danny Kaye are vocal
personifications of Mr. Big with

HOLLYWOOD— the music fans of both the movies
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Gov. Janies L. McConaughy of Connecticut appointed Lt. Col. Milton H.
Ricliman of Hartford, Conn., as one of his military aides. Col. Richman,
National Commander of the Jewish War Veterans of the U. S., served on the
staff of General Patton. He is the first Jew to be appointed a military aide
to the Governor of Connecticut.
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(Continued from Page Three)
Arab and Moslem states is great.

Its procedure
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March 14, 194?

Honors JWB For War

Navy Department

BEVIN TALKS LIKE
LESSING ROSENWALD

CONNECTICUT GOVERNOR APPOINTS J.W.V.
NATIONAL COMMANDER AS MILITARY AIDE
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Fifty million people
who couldn’t be sure of the color
of Eddie’s or Danny’s eyes would
certainly never miss on the voice.
and

radio.

John Garfield is one of the
great actors because he
can raise the blood pressure of the
female patrons just by opening lrs
mouth and sighing. Paul Muni’s
well-known voice is full of boxoffice appeal, while Paul Henreid,
Dane Clark and Paul Lukas are
romantic figures because of the
way they talk as much as because
of the way they look.

screen’s

Magic voices which make them
immediately known are possessed
by such feminine stars as Paulette
Goddard, Ingrid'Bergman, Hedy

Dietrich

Marlene

Lamar,

and

Dinah Shore, to name a few. The
voices of Hollywood's great are
remembered long after the visual
image has faded from the screea
in them thar
gold
“Thar’s

throats!”
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writIn the event you are now
novel,
ing or planning to write a
this is to let you know that MetroGoldwyn-Mayer is upping the
awards in its prize novel contest
and a
to a minimum of $140,000
maximum of
switch from

year

contests,

with a
a
to twice

$274,000,

annual

starting in May-

is conThe angle, as far as MGM
an
gets
only
cerned, is that it not
win
option on screen rights to the
su
ning novel, but on all others
pc
high
mitted. Because of the
u
lure —not only to author but P
a
ion exhortations.
We are lisher—many novels are held
a
they
ing a total war for Jewish for the contest, although
c
a l* Nothing less than total frequently seen by other film
-i* ?«»<'
«
*oimr entered
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